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Abstract: Allylic bromination of the bicyclic spiroketals (4a-c) gave predominantly the axial bromides 

(6), (9) and (12) which underwent S@ displacement to the equatorial alcohols (7). (11) and (14) 

respectively using Ko2/18-crown-6 in THF/DMSO (l&l). 

Numerous synthetic strategies have been reported to conslruct spiroketalsl due to their presence as a 

structural feature in a multitude of biologically active naturally occuning metabolites. In contrast synthetic 

transformations on intact spiroketals has attracted less attention. As pti of our program directed to&vard 

the synthesis of the bis-spiroketal con&g antibiotics salinomycin (1) and narasin A (2) we have 

report& a synthesis of the 1.6,8-trioxadispiro[4.1.5.3]pentadec-13ene (3). In order to extend this 

methodology to the synthesis of these antibiotics a mild method for introduction of an hydroxyl group at the 

allylic position of unsaturated spiroketals was required. 
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salinomycin (1) : R=H 
narasin A (2) : R=Me 

(3) 

Whilst Deslongchamps et al.3 have successfully used the classical reagent, selenium dioxide, to 

oxidise the allylic position of a bicyclic spiroketal, this reagent proved ineffective for the hicyclic compound 

(3) due to the lability of the bis-spiro ring. Similarly an altematiye strategy4-7 to synthesise unsaturated 

spiroketals bearing a carbonyl group at the allylic position utilising the oxidative rean-angement of a 2-fury1 

ketone gave the wrong stereochemistry upon reduction to the alcohol. In view of the numerous methods 

available to construct unsaturated spiroketals. a method to introduce an allylic hydroxyl substituent 

indirectly vi0 allylic bmmination was investigated (Scheme 1). 
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(4) R,R’=HorMe 

In order to investigate the feasibility of the indirect allylic oxidation, a series of bicyclic unsaturated 

spiroketals (4) was prepared via addition of the appropriate acetylene (5) to Gvalerolactone (Scheme 2) 
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Reagents : i. “BuLi, -78’,THF, then 
R 
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MeOH, Ambrlite resin, 12h.,74-76%; 

ii. Hz, Lindlar, hexane/EtOAc, then 
R CH2C12, PPTS, RT, 0.5h., 64-80%. 

(4) 

Treatment of the unsubstituted spiroketal(4a) with N-bmmosucciGnide (1 equiv) in carbon 

tetrachloride in the presence of K$O3 gave the axial bromide (6) (54%) after heating under reflux for 3h. 

A minor component of the reaction mixtum was also isolated and proved to be an inseparable mixture of the 

equatorial bromide and the diene byproduct. The axial bromide underwent SN~ displacement to the 

equatorial alcohol (7) upon treatment with K@ (4 equiv) and 18-crown-6 (1 equiv) in THF/DMSO (10: 1) 

at room temperature for 16 h. 

The monomethyl spiroketal(4b) similarly underwent allylic bromination to the equatorial (8) and 

axial (9) bromides in 25% and 51% yields respectively after purification by flash chromatography. 

Individual treatment of the isomeric bromides (8), (9) with Ko2/18-crown-6 gave the appropriate alcohols 

(lo), (11) arising from SN2 displacement. 
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In the case of the dimethyl spimketal(4c), bromination afforded the axial bromide (12) (48%) 

together with the rearranged bromide (13) (24%). Whereas bromide (12) underwent facile displacement 

with Ko_L to the alcohol (14), the minor product (W) yielded only recovered starting material after 3 days. 

Extension of this work to the tricyclic bis-spiroketals (15)2 and (16) provided interesting results. 

The tranp isomer (15) gave a 1:l mixture of the two isomeric bromides (17) and (18) but only one isomer 

(17) underwent displacement with K& to the corresponding alcohol (19)*. The cb isomer (16) afforded 

the minor axial bromide (20) (28%) along with the rearranged major bromide (21) (37%) upon reaction 

with NBS. In this case both bromides (20) and (21) when individually treated with KOz/lg-crown-6 gave 

a 1:l mixture of the alcohols (22) and (23) indicating that both SN~ and S@’ displacement had occurred. 

Alcohol (22) has the same stereochemistry as that present in saliiomycin (1) and narasin A (2). 
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